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DNSP in NSW outside the Ausgrid area have been reluctant to make easily accessible to 
consumers who wish to be assigned TOU tariffs appropriate interval metering, and DNSP 
inertia on metering and demand response schemes has contributed significantly to 
summer LOR events in the NEM. 
 
DNSP must subsidise increased rollouts of various load controls from ripple control, 
sealed time clock and demand response enabling devices (DRED) to various consumer 
loads such as underfloor heating, hot water heating, air conditioning and other 
appropriate high loads to be considered. 
 
Load controls for hot water that provide energisation to the hot water service for 10-16 
hours per day may be beneficial for peak load reduction in small households and with 
advanced metering and a proper rule change the device can be fitted close to the hot 
water system in sites where there is a considerable distance between the system and 
site's switchboard, eg strata sites, so that its not needed to provide 2 accumulation 
meters on the switchboard for that dwelling. 
 
Vertical integration in the NEM has the effect of reducing competition not only among 
retailers, but also among industry participants. 
 
No NEM participant that is a retailer should be able to own generation facilities, as this 
creates conflict and market manipulation. 
 
No NEM participant that is a retailer should be able to own an MC or MP while the retailer 
has the only authority to appoint an MC or MP. 
 
No retailer should be able to disconnect any small retail customer who is using electricity 
in a private household unless the value of overdue debt exceeds a threshold of $2,000. 
 
Any consumer who requests advanced or interval metering at their site should have the 
request facilitated expeditiously by their retailer, the DNSP and if the DNSP is unwilling to 
facilitate the transition expeditiously and at no cost that could be passed through to the 
consumer, then the retailer is to expeditiously appoint an MC that has the abilities to 
provide advanced metering expeditiously. 
 
When advanced metering is provided to a domestic premises, an in-home display is to be 
provided at the whole expense of the responsible person (RP), MC/MP or DNSP by 
resolution between the parties. 
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